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1 CHAPTER ONE
 
 
As I set foot on the Island of  Trials for the very first time, bright light flooded
my vision. The sunlight was not blinding , but still took my eyes a while to get
used to. The warm breeze blew across my face, scented with a tinge of  the sea.
The sensory input was more amazing than I had expected. I felt I was in
paradise already.

As I strolled from the port towards the town centre, more amazing things
captured my vision. The island was heavily populated with people g oing about
their business—merchants selling  their wares, kids running back and forth
through the streets. I felt a definite buzz.

Sixteenth-century European architecture dotted the port and expanded
into the city, where g rand buildings stood like g iants. I thoroughly enjoyed my
walk through the streets, just looking at the buildings, the people—even the
animals.

Stopping outside a shop, I saw my reflection in the window. I was definitely
a sight to behold: a face that could easily charm ladies but a body dressed in the
cheap clothing of  a slave—a rug ged tunic and short pants. I was supposed to
be a slave who had escaped from my master. I had come to this port island for a
future filled with adventures and riches. I was definitely looking forward to that
future. It had been a long-beg otten dream of  mine to become a famous
seafarer with boastworthy stories of  adventure and victory. That dream was
going to beg in here and now.

As I looked around, the reality of  my situation slowly sank in. A smile spread
across my face. “Let's see,” I murmured to myself. “Where am I supposed to
meet Elize? Ahhhh, at the plaza in front of the town hall.”

Elize was supposed to guide me on the beg inning of  my adventure. The real
excitement couldn’t beg in until we’d met up.

Staring  at the map, I soon discovered the location of  the town hall. Slowly,



head still swing ing from side to side as I took in the sights, I made my way there.
It was an excellent day for a stroll. The sun was bright and hot, the sky as

blue as the sea, and there was only the lightest breeze to ruffle my hair. This was
definitely a great day to start my adventure.

Although bright, the sun had not passed far to the west; I was earlier than I
had thought. A g lance at the clock tower assured me that Elize wouldn’t be
here for a while yet, so I might as well laze around for the time being. Most of
the other players were too busy questing  to sit around, so finding a nice place
to relax was not hard at all. I spotted a low wooden bench, shaded by a huge
tree behind. Perfect. I rested on it and closed my eyes, g lad to be in the shade.
Although the sun was not scorching , I was not used to having much sun and
had begun to feel it burning my skin. I started to wonder about my sunscreen.

Soon my thoughts faded into general woolgathering  and my head slumped
to the side. The general bustle of  the town and the distant cries of  seagulls
soothed my mind into a deep stupor. It wasn’t long before darkness took over.
 

***
 

“Big  news! Big  news!”
The shout broke me out of  my sleep. I opened my eyes and stretched out

my arms lazily. It was almost sunset. With a soft yawn, I g lanced at the clock.
Elize was late—very late. But that wasn’t what had woken me. My attention
turned towards the commotion transpiring  in front of me.

The once sparsely populated plaza was now packed with people. All of  them
were looking towards the person who had been shouting . The setting  sun cast a
brooding yellow hue across the street, and I was suddenly struck by a bad omen
feeling .

The shouter was a man standing at a podium directly in front of  the town
hall. He was very muscular and clad in the armour of  a typical foot soldier. The
only things missing  were his shield and polearm. He cleared his throat briefly
and the crowd fell silent and looked up towards him. Faces of  anticipation and
worry were dotted throughout the sea of  people. They paused for a few
seconds, as if to absorb whatever news he bore. Curiosity filled me. I stood from
my bench and walked closer, hoping to hear his announcement better.

He looked around and began his speech. “The UIC Courageous was hit by
the Phantom. The UIC Courageous crew is missing. The ship is not contactable
by any means.” He paused before continuing. “This is similar to the Grey
Hound incident. The administrators have requested that all of  you remain calm.



They are conducting  investigations into the matter.”
There was a split second of  silence before waves of  loud chatter took over.

The crowd split into g roups of  three and four, people gesticulating  wildly or
leaning together to conspire or huddling  close in tremulous apprehension. One
or two shouted questions at the man, but no one answered. The armoured guy
had read the crowd’s growing ag itation and left before he could be mobbed.

Questions had also popped up in my head, but I didn’t know who to ask. I
looked around the plaza, hoping to find a helpful face. I spotted a man
standing a little apart from the others. He must have been a head taller than
anyone else in the crowd. He was tanned and clad in armour, with weapons
lashed across his chest, back, arms, and legs—someone I could relate to. Best of
all, he stood a short distance from me.

“Excuse me,” I asked softly. “I don’t really understand what he just said.
Mind explaining to me about this ‘Phantom’?”

The stranger looked down at me quizzically. “Are you new?” he asked.
Sheepishly, I replied, “I just arrived today.”
“This isn't the best time to enter the Black Flag ,” he replied. There was

genuine worry and fear in his tone, but definitely not for me. “Pardon me, what
can I help you with?”

I repeated, “What is this ‘Phantom’ all about?”
“Hmmm, I am not sure if  I am the best person around to help you with

that,” the man said, thoughtfully. “The truth is that not much is known about
this Phantom. The official information is that the Phantom is a ghost ship that
randomly appears on the Misery Sea. Last week, a fleet of  ships encountered the
Phantom and lost one of  their own—the Grey Hound—before they retreated.
The people on board that ship disappeared from Black Flag. That’s all know.”
He scratched his chin absentmindedly.

“I see.” A pang of  fear tightened in my chest. Elize was a member of  the
UIC Courageous.

Before the tall guy could voice another word, I quickly typed in the
command for exit and disappeared into thin air, leaving a trail of  dig ital particles
behind.
 

***
 

After I had log ged out of  Black Flag , I reached for my mobile and dialled
Adeline’s number. Adeline Kua, my best friend since primary school, was also
known by the name Elize in the game. Her ringtone continued for thirty



seconds before I was transferred to a voice recorder. I called again, and then a
third time, but the same happened until I gave up. Every call made my heart
heavier.

Grabbing my bag I ran downstairs, outside and out through the gates. I
entered the alley at speed, heading towards Adeline’s flat. A dark sinking
engulfed my mind. I tried to shake it off, but it wouldn’t leave. Something
didn’t feel right, but I couldn't pinpoint exactly what.

My heart sank further when I saw an ambulance parked at the entrance of
Adeline’s block. I skidded to a halt and leaned, panting , against a building—in
time to see a paramedic exiting  the lift. He was pushing a trolley . . . and on the
trolley was the motionless body of  Adeline. A mask was over her face, supplying
her with oxygen. The monitor beside her beeped continuously.

My world froze. I was unable to do or say anything. I simply stood there, still
as a statue, stiff  against the wall of  the building. Only my eyes moved, tracking
the trolley as it was rolled to the ambulance. Some numb part of  my brain noted
that Adeline’s mum was by her side, holding her hand. She saw me and gave me
a nod before leaving with the ambulance. I wanted to nod back—I should have
—but I simply couldn't respond.
 

***
 

Two days after the incident, Adeline was still in coma. I sat at the side of  her
bed in her cool, white hospital room, listening to the monitors, smelling  the
disinfectant—and weeping .

If  it was only a game, how did this happen? I wondered. The question kept buzzing
in my mind with no answers in sight.

The doctors had done a thorough examination of  Adeline’s brain and its
nanobots. They informed her parents that Adeline was in a state of
cerebrospinal disconnection. In layman terms, the signals from her brain were
not being sent out. The doctors postulated that someone had placed a bug
into Adeline’s neurosystem nanobots, creating  a jamming signal. The bug had
resulted in the so-called cerebrospinal disconnection. They also noted that
Adeline was still connected to the SuperNet.

The g ood news was that Adeline was physically alright; her brain was still
functioning fine. But the bad news was that since this condition was somewhat
new, the doctors had no solution to it.

Looking down at the motionless Adeline, I felt my teardrops fall onto her
face. I reached out for the tissue box and quickly wiped them off. She would



scream at me if she knew I had been crying  again.
I took in a breath and made a promise to Adeline: “I will find the cause and

bring you back.” I g ot out of  the chair and walked out of  the room, back
towards the world of Black Flag .

  
*****

 

2 CHAPTER TWO
 
 
The sixteenth century was the era of  g reat exploration, the discovery of  the
Caribbean islands, and pirates. It was the era in which the game Black Flag  was
set—except that the game bore no relationship to the true history of  the
Caribbean. Black Flag  may have been pirate-themed, but it was a fantasy world
through and through.

In the real world, the year was 2034. Black Flag  had been released by SMAT
Entertainment six months prior, and had recently hit twenty-five million players.

It was no wonder Black Flag  was so popular. It was the first Virtual Reality
Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing  Game (VRMMORPG)—a brand new
technolog y based on neurobots. Neurobots were microscopic robots
(nanobots) which, once injected into the body, would attach themselves to
specific areas of  the brain. They recorded and transmitted information to a
transceiver, thus allowing their user to control devices without hands or remote
controls. In order words, neurobots were remotes built directly into human
brains.

SMAT Entertainment had instantly recognized the full gaming potential of
neurobots. They had integ rated the technolog y into Black Flag , allowing
players to experience gaming at a new level of  reality. When players entered the
game, they fell into a sleeplike state. The “reality system” allowed them to
touch, smell, listen, see, and taste in the game itself.

Within weeks, SMAT Entertainment had won numerous awards for its
innovation. Black Flag  became the most played game in the world.
 

***
 

My body appeared out of  thin air. I blinked around at the familiar scene.
Although this wasn’t the first time I had entered the game, I was far from used



to it. Besides, there was something different about the experience this time.
Even though I was back in front of  the town hall, looking around at the same
wood and stone buildings, nothing felt the same. I was not simply waiting  for
Elize now. This time, I had come with a mission—one that didn’t allow failure.

Anxiety crept over me. Black Flag  was the first game of  this sort I’d ever
played, and I wondered how I should start. After a moment’s hesitation, I
called up the menu. There had to be a beg inner’s guide somewhere.

I had read through the guide which came with the game, of  course. Before
I’d ever bought the game, Adeline had spent hours poring  over reviews,
learning everything she could and then telling  me about it. Nothing seemed
geared for beg inning players, though; the only useful information I had been
able to gather was that I should look for the new player guide, a non-player
character—or NPC—who was supposed to help newbies like me. What I found
in the menu only verified that.

I hadn’t thought I’d need to know about the new player guide. Adeline was
supposed to have guided me in learning how to play this game; we’d made a
deal, back when we bought the game together. Now, of  course, Adeline wasn’t
available. Now she was in a coma and I was alone in the game. Now she was the
one depending on me.

I took a deep breath and tilted my head from side to side, accustoming
myself  to the feel of  my new body. I had never been so muscular or fit in real
life—and I certainly hadn’t ever worn old-fashioned slave garb.

Not that there was time for all that now, not when Adeline was counting  on
me.

Calling  up the map, I scanned for the guide. “There he is,” I said, when I
spotted his symbol on the map. I mentally clicked on the guide’s icon.
Instantaneously, a g lowing g reen line appeared in front of  me, guiding me to
him. I willed the map closed. The g lowing g reen line continued to stretch
before me, a weaving tendril like one long , wispy snake. I kept one hand over it
as I walked, allowing it to guide me.

The serpentine line led me through the dirty streets into a new section of
town. It abruptly turned halfway down a street and snaked up into a building.
The building  was wide and tall, made of  blue-and-white stone. Its windows were
numerous and large. One had been broken and replaced by fishing nets;
another showed off a heavy iron anchor.

The main entrance arched magnificently in the exact centre of  the stone
front. Words were inscribed over it. As I pushed my way past the crowds of



players to follow the wispy g reen guideline, I g ot close enough to read the
words: Seafarer Academy.

My g reen line disappeared as soon as I was inside the building , but finding
the guide was still easy. He was on the g round floor, near the entrance. The
main room inside the academy seemed to be a reception area. It was swarming
with players. They ran in and out, stopping to chat with NPCs to receive
updates on quests. The new player guide was standing by a counter, his icon
hanging over his head.

I was a bit hesitant—I had never spoken with an NPC before—but I went
forward.

When I g ot closer, the NPC’s expression was downright disconcerting. He
was staring  blankly into the air, occasionally turning his head left or right,
ignoring me.

I waited for a few minutes for him to notice me, but he stood there without
a word until I cleared my throat. “Er, excuse me,” I said.

“Welcome to the famous Seafarer Academy,” the NPC said brightly. I
jumped, startled. But, since the guide was just another NPC or Artificial
Intelligence (AI), he totally ignored my expression and kept rattling  off  his
spiel. “We here at Seafarer Academy provide the best seamanship training in the
world of  X'zalia. In the academy, you will learn how to sail a boat, shoot a
cannon, and fight enemies. Do you want to enrol in the basic seaman course?”

“Yes,” I replied impatiently. “As if I have a choice,” I murmured to myself.
By the g lazed look in the NPC’s artificial eyes, he was unimpressed by my wit.

“The fee for enrolment is five copper coins,” he continued perkily. “Please pay
before we continue your enrolment.” As in the real world, everything here was
about money. At least there was something about this game I understood. Still,
part of  me was a bit sad. If  one couldn’t avoid humanity’s obsession with money
in a fantasy world, where could one?

A translucent screen popped up in front of  my face. I yelped and jumped
back, then g lanced around to see if  anyone had noticed. Not one of  the
colourful masses g lanced my way. Apparently they were used to newbie players
jumping in fright.

Pretending my cheeks weren’t burning—and how’s that for the power of
neurobots?—I refocused on the translucent screen. It had two buttons: Pay
Now and Cancel. Definitely the Pay Now button.

“Thank you for the payment,” the NPC told me, making a generic hand
gesture. “Now please proceed to see your assigned personal trainer, Mr. Goli, to



begin your lessons.” Once the guide finished talking , a new g lowing g reen
route appeared. This one twined up the back stairs and into a small room on the
first floor. When I found him, I discovered that Mr. Goli was a short, bald man
with a generous paunch and a yellow waistcoat. He stood alone in the room,
swaying gently. Once I stepped in front of him, he started to talk.

“There you are. Great to meet you.” He extended his hand for a handshake.
I cautiously shook. His hand felt normal. “I am Mr. Goli, your personal trainer,”
he continued. “I have been assigned to ensure that you have the best training
possible. In order for you to g raduate from the academy, you will need to
complete all three modules and pass the final test. Module 1 is combat training.
Module 2 is sailing. Module 3 is gunnery. You can attempt the final test only
after you complete all the modules in whatever sequence. Understand?”

“Yes,” I replied, eager to complete training as soon as possible and get on
with my real purpose.

“Great,” Mr. Goli said, patting  his generous paunch. “I have marked the
locations of  the instructors for each individual module. After you have
completed your training with them, return to me for the final test. Good luck
and fair weather be with you.”

“Well, that wasn’t so hard after all,” I told myself, checking my map. I noted
the locations and gave myself a pat on the back.
 

***
 

First stop, combat training. I found Sergeant Gary outside in a training yard,
standing between a weapons rack and a selection of  straw-stuffed dummies.
Two NPC trainees continuously hacked at the dummies. As I went to speak with
Sergeant Gary, I passed another player who was just leaving the training area.

Sergeant Gary turned to me as I approached. He wore a leather jerkin and
folded his arms when he saw me. His arm muscles were the size of  footballs. It
was a wonder he could keep them up, doing nothing but kitting  out trainees all
day long , but I supposed that was one advantage of not being real.

After I had explained my purpose, Sergeant Gary gave me a novice sword,
leather chest armour, and the task of  equipping myself. After briefly wondering
if  I was supposed to strip down in public, it occurred to me that I should
probably open the menu and find my character panel. A few fumbling  mental
clicks later, and I had finally equipped myself  with the items. The chest armour
felt strange and heavy over my slave’s garb, but not unpleasant—and there was
something deeply satisfying  about the weight of  the cheap, chipped sword in



my hand. I couldn’t wait to start practising .
Sergeant Gary seemed to ag ree. He gave a short demonstration on what he

meant by slash, upper cut, pierce, etc., then told me to copy him.
The sword swiftly g rew weighty as I swung it. I could feel the resistance

from the dummy every time I cut it. My arms burned from the exertion, but the
muscular game body I inhabited was used to hard work and did not weary easily.

I learned with far more speed than would have been possible in the real
world. Fencing knowledge filtered into my head with every move and stuck
there, part of  my game body. Very soon, I’d completed the basic training. Once
I’d done so, a farm lady in a white apron rushed into the training yard and threw
herself at Sergeant Gary’s feet.

“Please,” she beg ged, “I need help. My storeroom is filled with rats and they
are eating  all our food! Come and help me or we’ll starve.”

Sergeant Gary turned to me. “Go to the farm and kill ten rats in the
storeroom,” he instructed me. “Then come back here and I’ll g ive you a
reward.”

I followed the lady to the farm. Adeline had warned me that beg inners’
missions always involved the killing  of  rodents, but I hadn’t taken her seriously
until now.

The lady farmer left me to seek out the rats by myself  while she wrung her
hands. The farmhouse door had been left open—in fact, after testing  it, I
found I couldn’t close it. Figures.

Inside the farmhouse was one big  room with two smaller bedrooms off  to
one side. A large fireplace sat opposite the entrance, its fire burning merrily—
although the sun outside was no less scorching than ever. To one side of  the
main room was a stairwell, leading down, presumably to the storeroom.

Rolling  my shoulders to ready myself, I jog ged down the darkened staircase.
I stood at the bottom in almost total darkness. A floating  cobweb tickled my
cheek and I pushed it away. I could hear little sounds in the room. They were
very faint—snuffling , mainly, and skittering. I wished I had thought to bring  a
light—I could maybe put a branch in the fireplace, if  the wood in this world
burned properly.

As I stepped off  the bottom step and into the storeroom proper, the lights
flicked on.

For a moment, the world seemed frozen. A g roup of  rats—ten or twelve at
least—sat in the centre of  the room, poking at a bag  of  g rain. I say “rats,” but
they were by far the largest of  their kind I had ever seen—they must have



weighed fifteen kilos each.
Then the rats scattered in all directions, some running directly at me. I

shrieked and leapt back, g rappling  for my sword. It was embarrassing  to the
max, but luckily no one heard me.

I managed to unsheathe my sword and went for the nearest rat—a
monstrous thing with fangs and red eyes, three feet tall at the shoulder, almost
the size of a grown husky.

Sergeant Gary’s training kicked in without my having to think about it. My
sword flashed forward, slicing  across the rat’s pulsing  jugular. Skin split under
sharpened steel and blood splattered my face.

Eeeks.    
I retreated from the g ore, horrified—but the rat wasn’t dead yet. It turned

its malicious red eyes on me, ignoring the dripping blood. I brandished my
sword, but the rat charged me and managed to get its salivating  mouth around
my leg. I kicked it off, slashing at its shoulder. I backed away again, until my
back was up against the wall. The bite was painful, although definitely not as
bad as a real dog bite. I’d heal soon enough—I just had to win this fight first.
That meant continuing my attack until the health of the rat dropped to zero.

Although the rat’s health was already below half, it wasn’t weakening in the
least. Its next attack came immediately, straight at my other leg. I managed to
parry it with my sword, scoring  a red line across the creature’s face.

My breath came fast, and I could hear my heartbeat in my own ears.
Adrenalin seared through my veins, pushing away the pain and g iving  me
energ y. I didn’t wait for the rat again; I leapt at it, sword plunging down
through it and into the dirt floor beneath. The rat’s remaining health leaked
away and it slumped dead upon the floor.

I backed away, heart pounding , and wiped my forehead with one arm. My
sleeve came away smeared with the rat’s blood. I closed my eyes against the
macerated mess, fighting  the urge to vomit. The game’s realism totally freaked
me out. The blood which had sprayed from every cut had coated me in a
crimson paint.

After that very first fight, I turned to the menu and decisively lowered the
g ore level of  the game to nothing. Too bad there was no way to turn off  the
pain.

Without the blood to distract me, and with a new understanding of  how to
fight my rat foes, the mission was soon completed and all the rats wiped out. I
searched through their bloodless corpses and retrieved their tattered hides, two



rat teeth, and a piece of cheese.
I returned to Sergeant Gary, module one completed. I had learned about

inventory, equipping items, and combat. I had also learned about harvesting. I
sold the rat hides to a merchant for a few copper coins.
 

***
 

Next stop, sailing. The trainer was a fisherman who wanted me to join him
on a fishing trip. I ag reed—it wasn’t like I had much choice—and soon found
myself  on board a rag gedy little boat. The fisherman wanted me to do all the
work, naturally enough, and I soon found myself  trying  to sort through the
nautical controls.

Under the fisherman’s instruction, I found navigating  the boat quite simple.
Controlling  the sail wasn't so easy. We hadn’t been out ten minutes before a
storm swooped down out of  nowhere, gusts of  wind slamming themselves into
the sails like birds into windows. I didn’t have a moment to think the whole time
—I kept adjusting  the controls and hoping , really hoping , we could get back to
the port in safety.

Call it beg inner’s luck—or that the trial was specifically tailored towards
beg inners—but in the end I passed the module and was sent to the next
trainer, the gunnery instructor.

The instructor ushered me onto a sloop—a small warship equipped with
eight cannons, four per broadside. He educated me on the different kinds of
cannon and the ammunitions. The moment he had finished—as was the way of
this game, I was beg inning to learn—we were interrupted by a pirate ship
attack.

In the heat of  the battle, my instructor taught me how to arm, aim, and fire
the cannon. I followed his every instruction as tirelessly as I had the fisherman’s,
and before long we had sunk the pirate ship and salvaged its loot.
 

***
 

I was back to Mr. Goli for the final assessment. He cong ratulated me in his
usual pompous way before g iving  me the details of  the final test. It was a
mission to go on board a navy battleship and help them hunt a pirate ship called
the Black Adder. It was supposed to be a simple mission in which I would
merely be an additional sword. But soon I realized it wasn't so easy.

After I had activated the mission, the battleship sailed into the harbour. I



swiftly boarded it, my legs already stronger and more muscular than they had
been when I had begun. I looked towards the setting  sun and silently prayed
that it would be over by dinner time; I was hung ry and virtual food simply
didn’t cut it.

The battleship set sail for the last known location of  the Black Adder, a
short way out of the port.

I wasn’t in charge of  sailing  or navigating  this time. I was pretty g rateful for
that—since there would probably only have been another storm—and I stood
back, sword sheathed, watching the crew. They were your average bunch of
sailor NPCs for the most part—tall, burly, with nearly identical clean-cut
features and improbable muscles. Captain Peacemaker was one of  only two with
actual names, but even his features were much the same as those of  his sailors. . .
although he did have a very snazzy blue-and-white hat with a feather in it.

The only other NPC on board with a name other than “sailor” was also the
first child NPC I had ever seen. He was the cabin boy, which seemed to mean—
on this ship, anyway—that he spent all his time scrubbing the same two square
feet of deck.

I sat beside him. “Hello,” I said.
“Work, work,” the cabin boy sighed. “The captain never lets me do anything

else.”
“What else would you want to do?”
“Someday,” said the boy, “I’ll be captain of  this ship. I’m g oing to sail

around the world.”
“Better you than me,”
“Work, work,” the cabin boy sighed again. “The captain never lets me do

anything else.”
“Yes, well,” I commiserated, “being captain’s a lot of work, too.”
“Someday,” said the boy, “I’ll be captain of  this ship. I’m g oing to sail

around the world.”
“That’s nice,” I said, getting  up. I seemed to have exhausted his only two

lines of  dialogue—which, to be fair, were two lines more than the rest of  the
crew had.

“Work, work,” the cabin boy sighed from behind me, as I walked away. “The
captain never lets me do anything else.”

All in all, it was a relief  when the navigator suddenly fell ill and the task of
steering  the ship came to me. This mission was really testing  me on all my skills.

Not long after I took the helm, the pirate ship appeared out of  nowhere.



Captain Peacemaker began barking orders. He sent me to man one of  the guns.
Very soon, cannonballs were flying  all over the place. Wood shattered all
around me, whipping past my face. One of  the sailors yelled and collapsed as a
cannonball took him straight in the gut, sending him halfway across the bows
of  the ship. I hunkered down, flinching away from the explosions and flying
debris. My heart pumped deafening ly in my ears, as loud as the cannon I
manned.

The battleship turned and the pirate ship came into my sights. I took aim,
waiting  and waiting  for a g reat opportunity. I applied the special skill called
subsystem targeting  and aimed for the mast. When the crosshairs turned g reen,
I tug ged at the gunlock. A thunderous blast exploded out of  the cannon, its
recoil driving  the heavy iron backward. I quickly reloaded. When the smoke
cleared, I could see the mast of the pirate ship break and crash down.

“Yes!” I jumped with joy. A moment later, a rush of  embarrassment took
over. My cheeks warmed. Luckily, all the people on board were NPCs and
couldn't be bothered with me.

After another few rounds of  cannon fire, it was time to board. I was
standing at the edge waiting  for the signal to board. It came faster than I had
expected.

A shout rang throughout the battleship. “Brace for impact!” Finally, it was
time to go in for close-quarter combat.

I jumped onto the deck of  the pirate ship and the fighting  began. I slashed
and parried, slaying  the low-level sailors before me. Finally the last one fell, and
I was left facing  the pirate captain.

It was as if  time had stopped. Staring  at the captain, maintaining my battle
stance, I thought I felt sweat rolling  down my forehead—though I knew there
wasn't any. All this happened amidst the confusion around me. Peripherally, I
could sense a shadow looming. I had no time to think much about it; my
opponent took the opening to attack.

I shouted in surprise and fell backwards, avoiding the slash. I sat on the
floor and crawled to safety. I would have died of  shame if  anyone had seen. I
tried to regain my balance, but before I could the pirate captain pressed
forward with a slew of  attacks. Parry, block, and evade. I used all my skills trying
to put distance between us. Finally, I found an opening. I dashed forward and
kicked his legs. He fell forward, crashing his weight onto me. I strug g led hard
to push him off. When I managed to roll him off  me and sat up, panting , I saw
that my sword had struck him clean through the chest.



“I . . . I . . . I’m sorry. I . . . I . . . I didn’t mean . . .” I sat on the floor, stunned.
A boom rang through the air, and an explosion blew debris all over me. I

was thrown sliding  across the deck and into the side of  the ship. I coughed,
from both the shock and the dust. When the dust began to settle, I could see
that a new ship had entered the battle; it was g rey and slightly translucent—like
a ghost ship. Hairs stood up on the back of  my neck and a chill crept down my
spine. The name Phantom flashed across my mind and fear g ripped my heart.
For a moment, I couldn't breathe.

“Jump! Jump down and swim over here!” someone shouted. I could see
another ship sailing  past. “I will save you. So jump!” He shouted again and
again, but I couldn't see his face through the miasma of confusion and smoke.

I took a hold of  my fear, stood up, and jumped over the side, landing with a
splash in the chilly saltwater. I swam towards the beckoning voice. A loud
explosion flared up behind me, lighting  up the sky. I swung around in the water
and saw a familiar face on board the Phantom. It was Adeline—or, rather, her
avatar, Elize. “What—what are you doing here?” I wanted to ask, but there was
no time. I had to flee. I reached the fourth ship and was hauled up, and we beat
a swift retreat from the battlefield.

I watched as the battleship on which I’d started my mission, together with
the pirate ship, sank to the bottom of  the ocean. The Phantom faded into the
setting  sun.

A tap on my back made me jump; looking back, I saw a tall man with hands
raised. “‘I am sorry if I frightened you.”

“It’s okay,” I replied, a tremble in my voice. “Ah, it's you.” I tried hard to
recall his name but nothing came up.

“You can call me Captain Solomon. You are?”
“King .”
“King?” He stifled a laugh when I g lared at him. He smiled back and said,

“Nice name; fit for a king .” And then he burst out laughing .
I thought about kicking him in the shin. He was doubled up with laughter.

His name is equally crappy, I thought.
“I'm terribly sorry,” he apolog ized, trying  to suppress his laughter until his

face looked a bit red. Once he had regained his composure, his face turned
serious. “That g rey ship was the Phantom. It was not expected here. It was
supposed to be in the inner area of  the Misery Sea.” He scratched his chin
absentmindedly. “This is bad news.”

“Why so?” I blurted.



“Hmmm, it means that the AI has g one rogue. This sort of  thing is not
supposed to happen at all.” He paused. “I will return you to port.” He turned
to his people and barked orders. I was left alone with my thoughts.

“Why are you here, Adeline?” I wondered aloud. I stared into the setting
sun, the face of Elize still stuck in my mind.
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